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If you would like this information in a format which

is more accessible to you (e.g. large print, read

aloud), please get in contact with us at

graftlancaster@gmail.com



GRAFT is a Lancaster-based

arts organisation and registered

Community Interest Company

(CIC) established in 2017. We

believe that access to making,

discussing and enjoying

contemporary art is for

everyone. 

We champion dynamic and

exciting contemporary art,

ensuring that it is inclusive and

accessible to all. It is our

mission to bring new artistic

activity to Lancaster city centre

and to contribute significantly

to the thriving arts scene in the

North of England, making

connections between artists,

young people, educators and

the wider public. We are

particularly invested in

amplifying the voices of artists

who reside in the North West,

acknowledging the need for
emphasis on creative
professional practice outside of

the major metropolitan cities. 

overview

GRAFT is run by two part-time

directors, delivering between 3

- 4 projects per year. Saul

Argent leads on learning and

engagement activity, drawing

on a range of experience of

running projects in the cultural

education, heritage and youth

sectors. Ellie Barrett is a

practicing artist and academic,

and focuses on the creative and

curatorial aspects of the

organisation. 

Dominique White, 

An Eternity of Purgatory, a Lifetime of Hell,
commissioned for Allen Road Sculpture Park, 2017 



To champion exciting

contemporary art with an

emphasis on creatives

residing in the North West

of England.

To connect with wider

audiences presenting

contemporary art as

accessible, democratic and

socially important.

To make sure our that all

our activity and operations

are truly diverse and

accessible, involving

individuals and groups of all

racial backgrounds; gender

indentities, including non-

binary and trans; sexualities;

and visible or invisible

disabilities. This applies to

the artists we exhibit and

collaborate with; the people

and groups we work with;

and the audiences who

engage with us.

GRAFT has three primary aims:

aims

Public green screen workshop, commissioned by

Light Up Lancaster 2019. 

Sumuyya Khader, We Got This, 2020,
exhibited for Changemakers project, 2020.



Exhibitions

Workshops

Artist talks

Interventions and socially

engaged events

Youth-led programmes

Our activity is flexible,

occupying a variety of formats

including (but not limited to):

Since 2017, we have worked

with 41 artists, delivered 10

public projects and received 4

national lottery project grants

from Arts Council England and

additional support from local

funders including Light Up

Lancaster and The Culture Co-

op.

All of our programmes are

developed and delivered with a

focus on promoting

connections between artists, art

and audiences. 

programme

We adopt a democratic

approach to programming

which prioritises and responds

directly to the needs of artists

and audiences. Consultation

with our stakeholders is built

into our programme with an

emphasis is collaboration with

artists and audiences, taking an

approach that welcomes

shared learning. 

GRAFT is currently a siteless

organisation, delivering

programmes in ‘pop-up’

spaces. This allows us to bring

contemporary art out of the

‘white-cube’ gallery space and

into the public realm. Our work

is relevant to local

organisations, communities and

groups through partnerships

which cultivate long-term and

mutually-beneficial working

relationships.

For more information on all of

our activities, please see our

website. 

www.graftlancaster.com



Fundraising for and

delivering a new

programme including an

artist development

programme and a youth-led

curatorial project.

Implementing new

processes and policies

identified from ongoing

research and development

which will increase our

commitment to our

organisational aims. 

Identifying and occupying a

new site which will house a

project space, a workshop

space and provide studios

for artists in the city. 

This is a crucial time for GRAFT.

With over 4 years of experience,

research and development, we

are seeking to continue to

develop and expand our

organisation in the next 24

months. 

This includes:

future development

Forging new relationships

and building on existing

ones with organisations,

community groups and

stakeholders in the region

towards increasing the

scope of our activities and

supporting creative

practices in Lancashire.

Developing our online

presence, including

redesigning our website

and structuring our social

media platforms.

Joe Cotgrave, work made during residency

for Art Licks Weekend 2018. 


